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A major disadvantage of scanning probe microscopy is the slow speed of image acquisition, typically
less than one image per minute. This paper describes three techniques that can be used to increase
the speed of a conventional scanning probe microscope by greater than one hundred times. This is
achieved by the combination of high-speed vertical positioning, sinusoidal scanning, and high-speed
image acquisition. These techniques are simple, low-cost, and can be applied to many conventional
microscopes without signiﬁcant modiﬁcation. Experimental results demonstrate an increased scan rate
from 1 to 200 Hz. This reduces the acquisition time for a 200  200 resolution image from 3 min to 1 s.
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In addition to topographic imaging, the scanning probe
microscope (SPM) has provided a window into the operation of
physical interactions at the micro- and nanoscale. These interactions include electrical and mechanical forces, chemical bonding,
and biological processes [1–5]. Due to the unique imaging
capabilities and wide range of use, there has been a dramatic
increase in the number of imaging modes and sensors since the
invention of the atomic force microscope (AFM) in 1986 [6].
However, in this same period, the speed of standard scanning
probe microscopes has not kept pace with other aspects of the
technology. For example, with a typical scan-rate of 1 Hz, a single
image may take minutes to acquire. In many applications, this
lengthy imaging time is simply an inconvenience; however, in
other applications, the low speed becomes a critical limitation.
Examples where speed is a primary concern include: large-range
surface inspection [7,8], nanofabrication [9–12], and imaging of
fast biological and physical processes [13–16].
There are four major factors that limit the speed of scanning
probe microscopes. These are: the resonance frequency or
bandwidth of the probe; the resonance frequency or bandwidth
of the scanner; the bandwidth of the acquisition system; and
ﬁnally, the closed-loop bandwidth of the vertical feedback
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controller. Detailed reviews of these limitations can be found in
Refs. [17–21].
In recent years, a considerable improvement in the speed of
scanning probe microscopes has been achieved with the introduction of advanced control techniques. These include actuator
linearization [22–24], feedforward control [25], input shaping
[26,27], and improved feedback control [23,28–30]. Although
such techniques have been demonstrated to improve speed, widespread application has been limited by the degree of implementation complexity. Signiﬁcant modiﬁcations to the hardware or
operating logic of the microscope are typically required. Such
changes may be difﬁcult or impossible to implement in many
commercial SPMs.
To service the growing demand for high-speed microscopy,
dedicated video-speed microscopes have been developed
[14,21,28,31–34]. Commercial implementations are also available
from Inﬁntesima, UK, and Olympus, Japan. Video-speed microscopes are highly optimized for contact-mode or tapping-mode
imaging and are capable of recording more than 30 images
per second. However, a consequence of the highly optimized
design is that video-speed AFMs may not be suitable for general
purpose applications that can require: large scan areas, large
sample sizes or the use of a wide variety of imaging modes and
probe types.
The most recent generation of general purpose AFMs have also
responded to the demand for higher speed. A number of
manufacturers are now offering microscopes capable of operating
in constant-force mode with line-rates on the order of 50 Hz
or greater.
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In order to close the gap between standard SPMs and dedicated
video-speed microscopes, this paper demonstrates three simple
techniques that can reduce the image acquisition time of a
200  200 resolution image from 3 min to 1 s. The proposed
techniques are straight-forward to implement and are easily
retroﬁtting to standard commercial SPMs.
The ﬁrst difﬁculty encountered when increasing the scan-rate
is oscillation of the lateral scanner. In this work, sinusoidal
trajectories are used to eliminate harmonic excitation of the
scanner resonance modes. This approach was ﬁrst used for AFM
by Humphris, Miles and Hobbs in 2005 [32]. The sample was
mounted on a tuning fork oscillating at its resonance frequency.
Later, a more practical conﬁguration was demonstrated where the
probe is oscillated rather than the sample [34].
Sinusoidal scanning has also been applied to standard microscopes with piezoelectric tube scanners. The technique of spiral
scanning was ﬁrst discussed in 2003 [35] then applied to AFM
imaging in 2008 [36]. Spiral scanning involves the application of
sine- and cosine-waves to the x- and y- axis of a piezoelectric tube
scanner. The signal amplitude is ramped upwards so the probe
‘spirals’ outward from the center. The main drawbacks reported in
[36] were the non-uniform spatial sampling, the need for interpolation on to a normal grid, and the non-constant velocity. In addition,
the driving signals are ramped-sinusoids, not perfect sinusoids, so
they do not have an impulsive spectrum and can excite mechanical
resonance frequencies, albeit to a much lesser extent than a standard
triangular scan pattern. Further details on spiral scanning and some
other similar patterns can be found in the patent ﬁled in 2007 [37].
Experimental constant-height images can also be found in Ref. [38].
In this work, the fast scan-axis of a piezoelectric tube scanner
is driven with a pure sinusoid. This simple approach is similar to
the tuning-fork method [32,34] except that the tube is driven at
an arbitrary frequency. Compared to spiral scanning, the applied
signal is a single tone and the image is at least uniformly sampled
in one direction. This technique was recently used for high-speed
nanofabrication [39]. In Section 3, sinusoidal scanning is demonstrated to increase the maximum scan-rate of a piezoelectric tube
scanner from approximately 1 to 200 Hz.
After the scanning performance of an SPM is improved, the
major speed limitation becomes the vertical feedback bandwidth.
This control loop regulates the tip-sample interaction in application modes such as constant-current STM and constant-force
AFM. An introduction and review of this topic can be found in
Refs. [17–21,40]. In Ref. [17], the maximum vertical feedback
bandwidth with an integral controller is shown to be equal to the
lowest scanner resonance frequency divided by the peak
amplitude, that is
max: bandwidtho

o1
P

,

ð1Þ

where o1 is the ﬁrst resonance frequency and P is the magnitude
at the resonance frequency divided by the DC-Gain. This
deﬁnition of P is convenient as it can be measured directly from
a frequency response plot. On the decibel scale, P is simply the
height of the resonance peak above the DC-Gain; however, if P is
measured in this way, it must be converted from dB into a linear
quantity. For example, the scanner used in this work has a
resonance frequency of 680 Hz and a 15-dB difference between
the DC-Gain and resonance peak, which equates to P¼ 5.6. This
implies a bandwidth limit of approximately 120 Hz, which is
sufﬁcient for a scan-rate of around 1 Hz and an image acquisition
period of more than 3 min with a resolution of 200  200.
To image a sample with relatively sharp features, the vertical
feedback bandwidth must be approximately one-hundred times the
scan-rate. This rough approximation assumes a triangular scanning
pattern, ﬁve features per line, and a spatial bandwidth of ten times

the period of each feature. In order to increase the imaging rate to
one frame-per-second at 200  200 resolution, the vertical feedback
bandwidth needs to be increased by more than two orders of
magnitude to greater than 20 kHz. Unfortunately this is impossible
to achieve with a piezoelectric tube scanner. To overcome this
limitation, a high-speed vertical positioner is required.
It is also possible to avoid the need for a feedback loop by
operating in constant-height mode. However, constant-force
techniques are generally preferred and specialized cantilevers
may be required to avoid sample damage [32].
To obtain a wide vertical feedback bandwidth, video-speed
AFMs contain specialized high-speed positioners. Mechanical
designs have included shear-mode actuators [33], balanced
scanners [31], and ﬂexure-based designs [15]. Another method
for increasing the resonance frequency is to actuate the probes
directly, this has been demonstrated with piezoelectric probes
[41], magnetic probes [42], and electrostatic probes [43].
Although these specialized techniques can achieve high bandwidth, they may not be practical for general purpose applications.
In recent years, considerable research has also proceeded to
increase the vertical feedback bandwidth of standard microscopes.
Although model-based control offers a signiﬁcant improvement
[13], the most dramatic increases have resulted from the addition
of an auxiliary high-speed vertical actuator [17,20,44,45]. The
foremost disadvantages of these ‘dual-stage’ techniques are the
increased complexity, and low range of the high-speed actuator.
Over the period where model-based and dual-stage control
was under development, commercial AFM manufacturers began
to eliminate lateral scanner dynamics from the vertical feedback
loop. A number of current models now use separate lateral and
vertical positioning systems. Since the vertical positioner need
only drive the small cantilever mass, the resonance frequency can
be extremely high [46].
In this work, a high-speed vertical positioner is described that can
be easily retroﬁtted to many existing microscopes. Since it is difﬁcult
to modify or interfere with the cantilever holder and optical system,
the positioner in Section 4 is designed to drive the sample mass.
A balanced mechanical design [31] is used together with a new
circular ﬂexure to achieve a range of 2:3 mm and a resonance
frequency of 103 kHz. With a simple analog integral controller, the
closed-loop bandwidth is increased from 83 Hz to 67 kHz, which is
easily sufﬁcient to achieve one frame-per-second at 200  200
resolution.
The ﬁnal improvement, described in Section 5, is a low-cost
hardware and software solution for data acquisition and presentation. This package allows video-speed imaging and includes
all of the functionality required to incorporate the above
techniques into a standard SPM.
This paper proceeds with a description of the experimental
apparatus in the following section. Sinusoidal scanning is then
discussed in Section 3 followed by vertical feedback in Section 4,
and data acquisition in Section 5. Imaging experiments are
presented in Section 6 that demonstrate the efﬁcacy of these
techniques. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Experimental setup
In this work, an NT-MDT Ntegra scanning probe microscope,
pictured in Fig. 1, is used to demonstrate the proposed techniques.
The scanner is an NT-MDT Z50309cl piezoelectric tube scanner
with 100-mm lateral range and 10-mm vertical range. The scanner
comprises two piezoelectric tubes joined at the base. One tube is
used for lateral positioning, and the other for vertical positioning.
This conﬁguration results in a lateral resonance frequency of
680 Hz, which is typical for a tube scanner with 100-mm range.
Frequency response measurements can be found in Ref. [47].
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A signal access module allows direct access to the cantilever
deﬂection, scanner electrode voltages, and reference trajectory.
The cantilever is a TR800PSA Olympus Biolever with a
resonance frequency of 73 kHz and a stiffness of 0.57 N/m.

3. Lateral scanning trajectories
It is well known that triangular scanning trajectories result in
oscillation at scan-rates above approximately 1% of the resonance
frequency. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2(a). With a scan-rate of
10 Hz, the lateral vibration becomes intolerable at 2% of the scan
range. Above this frequency, triangular scanning is not feasible.
As discussed in the introduction, the maximum scan-rate can
be improved by the application of feedback, feedforward and
input shaping control. However, the implementation of such
techniques is complicated as many commercial microscopes
either do not have position sensors or access to the signals is
not provided. This renders the majority of advanced control
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techniques either difﬁcult or impossible to implement without
signiﬁcant modiﬁcation.
If position sensors are not available or if additional complexity
is undesirable, the only available option is modiﬁcation of the
driving signal applied to the scanner. A range of published driving
signals were compared in Ref. [27]. Although a subset of these
techniques were able to provide regions of constant probe
velocity, some knowledge of the scanner dynamics was required.
A simpler alternative to triangular scanning is sinusoidal
scanning. Unlike triangular or semi-triangular trajectories, sine
waves contain no harmonics that can excite mechanical resonances. This allows an order-of-magnitude increase in scan-rate.
In addition, any known scanner dynamics can be inverted with a
simple change of magnitude and phase. The disadvantage of
sinusoidal scanning is the non-constant probe velocity which is
unsuitable for some imaging techniques such as lateral-force
mode.
Due to the high achievable scan rate, sinusoidal scanning is
used in some video-speed microscopes by exciting a tuning fork at
its resonance frequency [32]. If constant-probe velocity is a
necessity, the optimal signal proposed in [27] is recommended.
Other recommended scan trajectories include the shaped signal in
[48] and the semi-parabolic waveform in [33].
The beneﬁts of sinusoidal scanning are clearly evident in
Fig. 2(b). Negligible vibration is observed up to approximately
200 Hz. At this frequency, the third harmonic (due to piezoelectric
non-linearity) begins to excite the mechanical resonance. Sinusoidal scanning can be used up to, and indeed well above the
scanner resonance frequency; however, best results are obtained
when the third harmonic does not lie near a mechanical
resonance. The upper speed limit of sinusoidal scanning occurs
when the vertical modes of the scanner become excited, this
causes signiﬁcant image distortion.

4. Vertical feedback enhancement
4.1. Vertical feedback limitations

Fig. 1. The NT-MDT Ntegra scanning probe microscope arranged in a scan-byprobe conﬁguration. The scan head is mounted above a stationary sample platform.

The vertical feedback system for an atomic force microscope
operating in constant-force contact-mode is illustrated in
Fig. 3(a). The piezoelectric tube scanner moves the probe in a
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Fig. 3. The schematic diagram and frequency response of a standard and high-speed vertical feedback system. The frequency responses were measured from the applied
voltage Vs to the cantilever deﬂection dﬂ. From (d), the resonance frequency of the high-speed stage is 103 kHz, this is 150 times faster than the piezoelectric tube.
(a) Standard vertical feedback control loop, (b) high-speed vertical feedback control loop, (c) standard vertical frequency response GdV s ðjoÞ, and (d) high-speed vertical
frequency response GdV h ðjoÞ.

vertical direction to regulate the cantilever deﬂection dﬂ to a setpoint r. Although the diagram in Fig. 3(a) represents an AFM
operating in constant-force contact-mode, this schematic is
similar to all forms of SPM where the tip-sample interaction is
controlled. Different operating modes use different feedback
variables. For example, in constant-force contact-mode AFM, the
feedback variable is cantilever deﬂection. In constant-current
STM, the feedback variable is tunneling current. Other feedback
variables include the cantilever oscillation magnitude in tappingmode AFM and the ﬁber oscillation magnitude in scanning nearﬁeld optical microscopy. All of these modes share the same
feedback system but with different feedback variables or methods
of detection.
The simplest and most commonly used vertical feedback
controller C(s) is an integral controller, i.e.,
CðsÞ ¼

a
s

:

ð2Þ

Integral controllers are popular because they are simple to
implement, provide good regulation of tip-sample interaction at
low frequencies, and are easily adjustable. Ease of tuning is a

necessity as the feedback system must accommodate many
different imaging modes and cope with a wide range of probes
and samples. However, in spite of the additional complexity, some
high performance microscopes have used model-based controllers; examples include [13,21,44].
The frequency response of the standard vertical feedback
system is plotted in Fig. 3(c). This response is measured from the
control voltage Vs to the deﬂection dﬂ. The system under
consideration includes the ampliﬁer dynamics, the scanner and
cantilever mechanics, and the tip-sample interaction. The composite system is denoted GdV s , where
GdV s ðsÞ ¼

dflðsÞ
:
Vs ðsÞ

ð3Þ

The frequency response of GdV s ðsÞ is essentially ﬂat from DC to
680 Hz where the ﬁrst resonance frequency of the scanner occurs.
This resonance is due to the ﬁrst lateral bending mode of the tube
which is coupled into the vertical response [49].
As discussed in the introduction, the resonance at 680 Hz
limits the vertical feedback bandwidth to only 120 Hz. In practice,
however, the bandwidth is even lower as the controller gain must
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be reduced in order to provide sufﬁcient stability margins. The
expression for maximum bandwidth in Eq. (1) can be modiﬁed to
include a term for gain-margin [17],
max: bandwidth ¼

o1
P



1
:
gain-margin

ð4Þ

The maximum controller gain a can also be determined [17],

amax o

o1
PGdV s ð0Þ



1
,
gain-margin

ð5Þ

where GdV s ð0Þ is the open-loop DC-gain, and gain-margin is the
additional gain the control loop will tolerate before instability
occurs. Gain-margin is the foremost limitation when dealing with
integral control of resonant systems.
With a reasonable gain-margin of 5 dB, the maximum
controller gain is a ¼ 190 which results in a predicted maximum
vertical feedback bandwidth of 68 Hz [17]. In experiments, the
measured closed-loop bandwidth was 83 Hz [17]. This is only
sufﬁcient for line-rates of approximately 1 Hz or less. The
response of the controller with a 10 Hz line-rate is shown in
Fig. 4. The inadequate vertical feedback bandwidth ‘smudges’ the
feature edges. In the following section, the vertical feedback
bandwidth is improved by replacing the standard vertical
positioner with a high-speed piezoelectric stack actuator.
4.2. High-speed vertical positioning
The foremost bandwidth limitation of the vertical feedback
system is the low resonance frequency of the piezoelectric tube
scanner. To increase the imaging speed to one frame-per-second,
the closed-loop bandwidth requires an increase of more than two
orders of magnitude. As discussed in Section 1, this can be
achieved by replacing the vertical positioning function of the
piezoelectric tube with a high-speed piezoelectric stack actuator.
Such an arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Here the piezoelectric tube is used only for lateral scanning while the high-speed
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actuator is used for vertical feedback. This conﬁguration is similar
to dual-stage actuation [17,20,44,45] except that the high-speed
positioner in Fig. 3(b) is designed for full-range, which simpliﬁes
the control and microscope integration substantially. In addition,
since the high-speed actuator drives the sample rather that the
probe [46], no modiﬁcations to the cantilever holder or optics are
necessary.
Due to their low mass and high stiffness, small piezoelectric
stack actuators can provide extremely high resonance frequencies. For example, a 2-mm thick plate-stack actuator with a cross
section of 5  5 mm (Noliac CMAP07) has a free stroke of 3:1 mm
and an unloaded free resonance frequency of greater than
500 kHz. The nominal capacitance of this actuator is 100 nF which
requires a low output-impedance ampliﬁer to achieve the full
bandwidth. The same plate-stack actuator is available with
ceramic end caps for electrical isolation (Noliac SCMAP07),
this offers 2:9 mm of travel and an unloaded free resonance
frequency of greater than 250 kHz (total actuator length is 4 mm).
Another comparable actuator is the PICMA chip actuators
available from Physik Instrumente. In practice, the travel range
and the resonance frequency is reduced by the boundary
conditions, additional sample mass, and end-caps.
Several possibilities for integrating a plate- or ring-stack
actuator into an SPM are illustrated in Fig. 5. The simplest
arrangement is the ﬁxed-free situation illustrated in Fig. 5(a).
Here the base of the actuator is bonded to a rigid platform and the
sample mass m is attached to the free end. Although simple, this
conﬁguration is not ideal for a number of reasons. First, if the total
length of the actuator including the sample mass is relatively long
compared to the transverse dimensions, the ﬁrst resonance will
be a bending mode. This causes the sample to displace side-toside as well as up and down, which introduces signiﬁcant image
distortion and limits the bandwidth of the vertical feedback
controller. Using Finite Element Analysis (FEA), the ﬁrst bendingmode resonance frequency of an SCMAP07 actuator in the
ﬁxed-free conﬁguration was determined to be 43 kHz. The ﬁrst
piston-mode resonance frequency was much higher at 103 kHz.
To increase the lowest mechanical resonance frequency, two
options are considered: (1) reduce the overall length of the
actuator; and (2) use a compliant ﬂexure to increase the stiffness
of the actuator in the transverse directions (x and y).
To increase the resonance frequency, one option is to reduce
the actuator length, however, this also reduces the travel range.
The 4-mm long actuator considered above consists of a 2-mm
thick plate-stack actuator sandwiched between two 1-mm thick
ceramic end caps. As recommended by the manufacturer, the end
caps provide electrical isolation when the actuator is attached to a
conducting substrate. To reduce the actuator length, the 1-mm
ceramic end caps were replaced by 0.6 mm thick alumina plate
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Fig. 4. A single image line of a 20  20 mm constant-force scan. With the standard
vertical feedback controller (83 Hz bandwidth) shown at top, the controller is too
slow to accurately track sharp sample features. With the use of high-speed vertical
feedback (67 kHz bandwidth), the sample features are accurately captured at both
10 and 200 Hz line-rate.
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Fig. 5. Mounting conﬁgurations for a high-speed piezoelectric stack actuator
(HSA) with sample mass m: (a) ﬁxed-free conﬁguration, (b) ﬁxed-free with ﬂexure
guidance, and (c) inertial cancellation with a dummy mass m0 . The actuation
direction is denoted by z.
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(E¼300 GPa). As a result, the actuator length was reduced by 20%
to 3.2 mm. The modulus of the end caps was also increased by
nearly 10 times. The FEA results for this case show that the ﬁrst
bending and piston modes were increased to 72 and 160 kHz,
respectively. By reducing the overall actuator length and increasing the effective stiffness, the resonance frequencies were
signiﬁcantly increased.
To further increase the resonance frequency of the bending
mode, a circular plate ﬂexure is proposed to increase the stiffness
in the transverse directions (x and y) and to guide the sample
mass in the z direction [see Fig. 5(b)]. A ﬂexure was also used in
Fantner et al. [15] to increase the lateral stiffness of the vertical
actuator. The ﬂexure stiffness kf in the z direction should be less
than 10% of the actuator stiffness to minimize the loss of travel
range. The ﬂexure material is stainless steel (E¼200 GPa), with a
thickness of 0.254 mm (0.010 in).
The ﬂexure diameter is determined from its required stiffness,
which should be around 10% of the actuator stiffness as discussed
above. The stiffness of a circular ﬂexure can be derived from the
expression for vertical deformation given in [50],


wa3 C2 C3
ð6Þ
dz ¼
C5 ,
C1
C4
where the constants Ci, for i¼1,2,y,5, are
C1 ¼

C2 ¼

C3 ¼

C4 ¼

C5 ¼

Et 3
,
12ð1n2 Þ
"  
#
2
 a 
1
b 
1 þ 2ln
1
,
4
a
b

 
r0 r0 2
a
,
1 þ2ln
4a a
r0
"   #
2
1
b
,
1
2
a
r0
4a

 2
    2
r0
a
r0
þ
þ 1 ln
1 :
a
a
r0

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

ð9Þ

ð10Þ

ð11Þ

In the above constants, n is Poisson’s ratio, a is the radius of the
inside constraint, b is the radius of the outside constraint, r0 is
the radius at which the load is applied, and w is the radially
distributed load at a radius of r0 (w ¼ F=2pr0 ) (outer edge of the
center guide). Therefore, the stiffness of the circular ﬂexure along
the actuation direction z is

1
F
2pr0 C1 C2 C3
¼
C5
:
ð12Þ
kf ¼
3
dz
C4
a
In addition to improving the resonance frequencies, it is also
necessary to consider the inertial forces generated by accelerating
the sample mass at high speed [21]. Inertial forces can excite
mechanical resonances of the stage body and also the entire
microscope. To cancel inertial forces, the balanced scheme
proposed by Ando and co-workers [14,21,31] is adopted. This
conﬁguration is illustrated in Figs. 5(c) and 6. For optimum
performance, the dummy mass m0 is equal to the mass of the
sample. The two piezoactuators are electrically connected in
parallel, thus both actuators expand and contract simultaneously
but in opposite directions. The net effect is cancellation of inertial
forces.
In the mechanical assembly, Fig. 6(a), the stage body is
machined from a cylindrical piece of stainless steel. Two opposing
pockets are machined into the steel slug to accommodate two,
2-mm thick piezo-stack actuators with alumina end caps
(each 0.65 mm thick) for electrical isolation. In the ﬁnal design,
plate-stack actuators (5  5 mm Noliac CMAP07) were chosen

Fig. 6. The vertical positioning stage with inertial cancellation. Assembly drawing
(a), mechanical diagram (b), and photograph (c).

over ring-stack actuators due to their lower cost. The main
advantage of a ring-stack actuator is the constant annular stress
distribution when used with a circular plate ﬂexure. The stress
distribution when using a plate-stack actuator is concentrated at
the corners of the actuator, which is less desirable.
During assembly, the alumina end caps were ﬁrst bonded to
the actuator using epoxy adhesive. The actuators and circular
plate ﬂexures were then bonded under pressure to the stage body.
A photograph of the completed assembly with an attached sample
mass is shown in Fig. 6(c). The measured full range at 200 V was
2:3 mm.
In addition to the mechanical performance of the positioner,
the electrical limitations imposed by the driving ampliﬁer are also
important [51]. To maximize the electrical bandwidth, a voltage
ampliﬁer with a low AC output impedance was used to drive the
actuator (PiezoDrive PDX200). This provided a loaded bandwidth
of greater than 100 kHz which does not signiﬁcantly reduce the
maximum bandwidth imposed by the mechanical resonance.
Due to the required control-loop bandwidth, a digital implementation of the controller is not practical. To guarantee a
phase-lag of less than 12 degrees at the resonance frequency, the
sampling rate would need to be greater than 3 MHz. An analog
integral controller is a better alternative that does not suffer from
ﬁnite resolution or sampling delay.
A simpliﬁed schematic diagram of the vertical feedback
controller is shown in Fig. 7. The ﬁrst stage of the circuit is a
summer with an optional input v1 for measuring the closed-loop
response of the system. The following integration stage has a gain
of 1/R3C3. The ﬁnal stage corrects for the integrator inversion and
adds an additional signal v2. This signal can be used to simulate a
sample topography and measure the open-loop response of the
vertical positioning system. When measuring the open-loop
response, the probe should be kept in contact with the sample
by using an extremely low feedback gain. Since the voltage
applied to the piezo is proportional to the inverted topography,
the topography is best recorded from the output of the integrator
as shown.
With the high-speed positioner in place, the open-loop
frequency response of the vertical feedback system is plotted in
Fig. 3(d). The lowest resonance frequency now occurs at 103 kHz,
which is 150 times faster than the piezoelectric tube. In addition
to the higher resonance frequency, the peak magnitude is also
lower which allows a controller gain of 190  103 with a gainmargin of 5 dB. This provides a closed-loop bandwidth of 67 kHz
which is an improvement of over 800 times and easily sufﬁcient
for line-rates of 200 Hz.
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Fig. 8. The microscope control system operating in constant-force contact-mode. The scan generation and image acquisition is performed by the easyLab SPM software and
data acquisition card.1 The analog feedback controller in Fig. 7 regulates the force and produces the topography signal.

The improvement in imaging response when using the highspeed vertical positioner is illustrated in Fig. 4. While the standard
feedback system is limited to around 1 Hz, the high-speed
controller clearly provides excellent feature tracking, even at
line-rates of 200 Hz.
5. Data acquisition
To implement alternative vertical positioning and scanning
techniques, the microscope control logic must be modiﬁed. If the
vendor’s software does not provide sufﬁcient ﬂexibility or
sampling rate, it must be bypassed. The required functions
include generation of the scanning trajectories and acquisition
of the cantilever deﬂection or control signal.
A new microscope controller ‘easyLab SPM’ has been developed at the University of Nevada, Reno and is available free for
educational or research use.1 This LabView-based program
includes scan generation, image acquisition, and a graphical user
interface (GUI). A screen shot and the connection diagram is
1

The easyLab SPM Interface is available by contacting K.K. Leang.

shown in Fig. 8. The software is compatible with National
Instruments data acquisition cards that support the NI-DAQmx
drivers. One such card is the NI PCI-6115 high-speed
simultaneous sampling data acquisition card, with an analog-todigital conversion bandwidth of 10 MS/s and a digital-to-analog
conversion bandwidth of 2.5 MS/s. This is sufﬁcient for a line
rate of 8 kHz and operation at 50 frames-per-second with a
resolution of 160  160. As the scan-rate of the microscope used
in this work is limited to approximately 200 Hz, a lower-cost
National Instruments PCI-6221 data acquisition card is sufﬁcient.
This board contains a 16-channel 16-bit 250 kS/s analog-to-digital
converter and two 16-bit analog outputs.
It is important to note that although the data acquisition
card has a high sampling-rate, the real-time through-put of
LabView is limited to approximately 1 kHz. However, this is not
problematic as the only real-time feedback controller is implemented by an analog circuit. This arrangement signiﬁcantly
reduces the system cost and complexity as a DSP system is not
required. The easyLab SPM software can also record the actual
x- and y-axis displacement if position sensors are available.
The acquired image is then plotted against the measured x- and
y-axis data rather than the generated scan patterns. This method
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is appropriate for high-speed AFM where closed-loop lateral
positioning may not be practical.

that recorded at 1 Hz with the standard microscope controller.
This reduces the acquisition time from over three minutes to
one second for a 200  200 resolution image, an improvement of
200 times.

6. Imaging experiments
In this section the imaging performance of the proposed
techniques are evaluated and compared to a standard microscope
controller. The four control schemes are standard and high-speed
vertical feedback with triangular or sinusoidal lateral scan
trajectories. The sample under consideration is a Budget Sensors
HS-100 MG calibration grating with 116 nm cylindrical features.
In Fig. 9(a) a standard microscope controller and triangular
trajectory is used. With a 1 Hz scan-rate the image is ideal with
sharp edges and no detectable lateral vibration. However, at 10 Hz
scan-rate and above the vertical feedback bandwidth of 83 Hz is
not sufﬁcient to track the sample features. In Fig. 9(b), the use of a
sinusoidal trajectory offers no improvement as the major
limitation is vertical feedback performance.
With high-speed vertical positioning in Fig. 9(c) the vertical
response is no longer a limitation. Instead, lateral vibration
produces unacceptable image distortion at scan-rates of 10 Hz
and above. In Fig. 9(d) the use of a sinusoidal trajectory eliminates
the lateral vibration and produces only slight distortion at 200 Hz.
The image has sharp edges and is comparable in quality to

7. Conclusions
The imaging speed of a scanning probe microscope is typically
limited to less than one image per minute. This is due to the low
performance of the vertical feedback loop, the lateral positioner
and the data acquisition system. In this work, these limitations
are overcome by the combination of high-speed vertical positioning, sinusoidal lateral scanning and high-speed data acquisition.
By using a sinusoidal rather than triangular scanning trajectory, the maximum scan-rate of a piezoelectric tube was
increased from around 1 to 200 Hz. At these speeds, a standard
vertical feedback controller cannot adequately track sharp
sample features. To improve the vertical feedback bandwidth,
the standard piezoelectric tube positioner was replaced by a
high-speed stack based positioner. This simple modiﬁcation
increased the closed-loop bandwidth from 83 Hz to 67 kHz, an
improvement of over 800 times. The faster vertical feedback
was demonstrated to provide excellent feature tracking even at
scan-rates of 200 Hz.
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50 Hz

200 Hz

1 Hz

10 Hz

50 Hz

200 Hz

1 Hz

10 Hz

50 Hz

200 Hz

1 Hz

10 Hz

50 Hz

200 Hz

Fig. 9. A comparison of imaging performance with different scanning and vertical feedback techniques. The sample is a BudgetSensors HS-100MG calibration grating
imaged in constant-force contact-mode scan with a range of 20  20 mm. The feature height is 116 nm. (a) Standard vertical feedback with triangular scanning, (b) standard
vertical feedback with sinusoidal scanning, (c) high-speed vertical feedback with triangular scanning, and (d) high-speed vertical feedback with sinusoidal scanning.
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To permit the ready application of this work to any
microscope, a LabView based image acquisition system was
developed. This system replaces the scan generation and recording functions of a standard microscope controller.
In experiments, the above techniques were demonstrated to
increase the scan-rate of an NT-MDT Ntegra microscope from 1 to
200 Hz without sacriﬁcing image quality. This reduces the image
acquisition time from more than 3 min to 1 s. At this speed, a
standard microscope can be used to observe dynamic processes
and to drastically increase the throughput of nanofabrication and
inspection tasks.
Future work includes the extension to other imaging modes
such as SNOM. There is also scope to reduce the image acquisition
time to 100 ms while retaining standard microscope hardware.
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